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Work Progress Week of 9/9 – 9/22

- Site meetings with truss manufacturer and architect/engineer to finalize shop drawing concerns
- Exterior masonry wall bracing and support to prepare for removal of truss system
- Electrician relocated parking lot lighting clock and re-energized to ensure properly lit parking lot
- Scaffolding crew onsite erecting scaffolding and planking to create a work platform down corridor for truss demolition and new truss setting operations
Work Projected Week of 9/23 – 9/29

- Demolition of all non-critical truss members to prepare for truss demolition and hoisting operation
- Demolition remainder of plaster ceilings and black iron ceiling support structure
- Protect remaining flooring, drains, and non-impacted bathroom fixtures from damage/debris
- Bracing of critical support trusses in kitchen to allow for masonry wall modifications prior to truss arrival
- Removal of any remaining plumbing, HVAC (ductwork), and electrical to allow for truss removal and new truss install
- Release truss shop drawings for fabrication (1-2 weeks for arrival of trusses)
- Corridor wall bracing
Exterior wall bracing to prepare for truss removals
Center corridor scaffolding erection
Northport – East Northport UFSD
Special Project – Ocean Ave ES
Update for 9/9 – 9/22